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Abstract
Object Trajectory Estimation Using Optical Flow
by
Shuo Liu, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2009
Major Professor: Prof. Paul Israelsen
Department: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Object trajectory tracking is an important topic in many different areas. It is widely
used in robot technology, traffic, movie industry, and others. Optical flow is a useful method
in the object tracking branch and it can calculate the motion of each pixel between two
frames, and thus it provides a possible way to get the trajectory of objects. There are
numerous papers describing the implementation of optical flow. Some results are acceptable,
but in many projects, there are limitations. In most previous applications, because the
camera is usually static, it is easy to apply optical flow to identify the moving targets in a
scene and get their trajectories. When the camera moves, a global motion will be added to
the local motion, which complicates the issue. In this thesis we use a combination of optical
flow and image correlation to deal with this problem, and have good experimental results.
For trajectory estimation, we incorporate a Kalman Filter with the optical flow. Not only
can we smooth the motion history, but we can also estimate the motion into the next frame.
The addition of a spatial-temporal filter improves the results in our later process.
(63 pages)
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Object trajectory is a key computer vision topic that aims at detecting the position of
a moving object in a video sequence [1]. It can be widely used in robotics, traffic, and the
movie technology fields [2]. After several people published optical flow algorithms in the
late 19th century, object trajectory tracking began to receive new interest.
During that period, numerous projects and experiments were done which gave accept-
able results. One of the most popular usages of optical flow is object trajectory tracking.
A camera or an observer is fixed somewhere and takes a continuous video or frames of the
object. The observer is immobile so records a static background. The object has a relative
motion with the background. By running optical flow algorithms, it is possible to determine
the approximate relative motion of the object.
The ultimate aim for our project is to implement the optical flow theory into pho-
togrammetry. In photogrammetry, there is a step called “triangulation.” Triangulation is
the principle used by photogrammetry to produce 3-dimensional point measurements. By
mathematically intersecting converging lines in space, the precise location of the point can
be determined. Photogrammetry can measure multiple points at a time with virtually no
limit on the number of simultaneously triangulated points. Basically, the configuration
consists of two sensors observing the item. Or a single sensor observing the item from two
different points in space. The projection centers and the considered interested point define
a triangle spatially. If the distance between the sensors (called the base) is known, by de-
termining the angles between the projection rays of the sensors, and the intersection point,
the 3-dimensional coordinate could be calculated from the triangular relations. By adding
optical flow into photogrammetry, we do not need so many points tested. We could use the
optical flow to simulate observation points. What is more, in the field of photogrammetry,
2the more observation points we have, the higher accuracy we can achieve. optical flow could
be used to produce more points if we want to improve the locating accuracy [2, 3].
In this thesis, some basic optical flow and image correlation algorithms will be intro-
duced. The techniques for using them and the comparisons of the results will be given
separately. There will be also the discussion about the limitation of optical flow, the diffi-
culties in our project, and the solutions.
3Chapter 2
Optical Flow
Optical flow is the pattern of apparent motion of objects, surfaces, and edges in a visual
scene caused by the relative motion between an observer, such as an eye or a camera, and
the scene. It is the distribution of apparent velocities of brightness pattern movement in an
image. Optical flow can arise from relative motion of objects and viewer, so it could give
important information about the spatial arrangement of the objects viewed and the rate
of change of this arrangement [4]. This theory could be used in motion detection, object
segmentation, motion compensation, and stereo disparity measurement.
Optical flow cannot be computed locally, some assumed constraints will be given when
the algorithms are explained.
2.1 Optical Flow Algorithms
In the optical flow field, there are two basic and classic algorithms. Both of them were
invented in 1980’s, and they are easy to be implemented.
2.1.1 The Lucas & Kanade Algorithm
The Lucas & Kanade algorithm is a solution of image registration [5]. Image registra-
tion has a variety of applications in computer vision, such as, image matching for stereo
vision, pattern recognition, and motion analysis. Existing techniques for image registration
tend to be costly, and they fail to deal with image rotation and distortions. The Lucas &
Kanade algotithm presented a new method that uses spatial intensity gradient information
to direct the search for the position that yields the best match. This is how the Lucas &
Kanade algorithm came about [5–7].
Between two adjacent frames, there will be δx and δy displacements during time δt.
4Under the assumption that the intensity of an object remains constant, we can find the
following equation:
I(x, y, t) = I(x+ δx, y + δy, t+ δt). (2.1)
If the motion during δt is small enough, we could expand I(x, y, t) into a Taylor series
to get
I(x+ x, y + y, t+ t) = I(x, y, t) +
∂I
∂x
δx+
∂I
∂y
δy +
∂I
∂t
δt+H.O.T, (2.2)
where H.O.T are the higher order terms and can be ignored.
Because of the constraint,
∂I
∂x
δx+
∂I
∂y
δy +
∂I
∂t
δt = 0, (2.3)
use Vx, Vy to represent the velocity or optical flow of I(x, y, t) in x and y direction, respec-
tively. ∂I∂x ,
∂I
∂y , and
∂I
∂t (Ix, Iy, and It), are the partial derivatives of the image at (x, y, t)
with respect to the corresponding variables.
Thus,
IxVx + IyVy = −It, (2.4)
there are two unknowns but just one equation. We need another constraint to build one
more equation. The additional constraint for the Lucas & Kanade algorithm is to assume
that the optical flow is locally constant. That is the optical flow (Vx, Vy) is constant in a
small window, which is centered at the point (x, y). The pixels around it are indexed as 1
. . . n, then
Ix1Vx + Iy1Vy = −It1,
Ix2Vx + Iy2Vy = −It2,
... (2.5)
IxnVx + IynVy = −Itn.
5The number of equations is larger than the number of unknowns. It is now an over-
determined system, 
Ix1 Iy1
Ix2 Iy2
...
...
Ixn Iyn

 Vx
Vy
 =

−It1
−It2
...
−Itn

, (2.6)
or
A~V = −b. (2.7)
We use the least squares method that minimizes ‖A~V + b‖2 and get
~V = (−ATA)−1AT b, (2.8)
or  Vx
Vy
 = −
 Ix2 IxIy
IxIy Iy
2

−1
(AT It). (2.9)
2.1.2 The Horn - Schunck Algorithm
To avoid variations in brightness due to shading effects, objects are assumed to have
flat surfaces. The illumination across the surface is assumed to be uniform. Horn and
Schunck assumed that reflectance varies smoothly and has no spatial discontinuities. This
assures them that the image brightness is differentiable.
First, they derive an equation that relates the change in image brightness at a point
to the motion of the brightness pattern. E(x, y, t) represents the image brightness at the
point (x, y) at time t. The brightness of a particular point in the pattern is constant, so
that
dE
dt
= 0, (2.10)
6∂E
∂x
dx
dt
+
∂E
∂y
dy
dt
+
∂E
∂t
= 0. (2.11)
We will let
u =
dx
dt
and v =
dy
dt
. (2.12)
We then get one signal linear equation which has two unknown parameters u and v.
Exu+ Eyv +Et = 0, (2.13)
an additional equation is needed.
If every point of the brightness pattern can move independently, there is little hope
to recover the velocities [4]. We will assume that the neighboring points on the objects
have similar velocities and the velocity field of the brightness patterns in the image varies
smoothly. This constraint can be expressed by limiting the difference between the flow
velocity at a point and the average velocity over a small neighborhood containing the point.
Equivalently we can minimize the sum of the squares of the Laplacians of the x and y
components of the flow. The Laplacians of u and v:
∇2u = ∂
2u
∂x2
+
∂2u
∂y2
and ∇2v = ∂
2v
∂x2
+
∂2v
∂y2
(2.14)
In simple situations, both Laplacians are zero.
In order to estimate the derivatives of brightness from the discrete set of image bright-
ness measurements available, Horn and Schunck use a set which gives estimate of Ex,Ey,Et
at a point in the center of a cube formed by eight measurements. Each of the estimates is
the average of four first differences taken over adjacent measurements in the cube [4].
7Ex ≈ 14{Ei,j+1,k −Ei,j,k + Ei+1,j+1,k −Ei+1,j,k +
Ei,j+1,k+1 − Ei,j,k+1 + Ei+1,j+1,k+1 − Ei+1,j,k+1}
Ey ≈ 14{Ei,j+1,k −Ei,j,k + Ei+1,j+1,k −Ei+1,j,k +
Ei,j+1,k+1 − Ei,j,k+1 + Ei+1,j+1,k+1 − Ei+1,j,k+1} (2.15)
Et ≈ 14{Ei,j+1,k −Ei,j,k + Ei+1,j+1,k −Ei+1,j,k +
Ei,j+1,k+1 − Ei,j,k+1 + Ei+1,j+1,k+1 − Ei+1,j,k+1}
The unit of the length in the reference is the grid spacing interval in each image frame,
and the unit of time is the image sampling period (fig. 2.1).
The Laplacians of u and v also should be approximated.
∇2u ≈ k(~ui,j,k − ui,j,k) and ∇2v ≈ k(~vi,j,k − vi,j,k) (2.16)
The proportionality factor k here equals 3. The local averages u and v are defined as
follows (fig. 2.2):
~ui,j,k =
1
6
{ui−1,j,k + ui,j+1,k + ui+1,j,k + ui,j−1,k}
+
1
12
{ui−1,j−1,k + ui−1,j+1,k + ui+1,j+1,k + ui+1,j−1,k}
~vi,j,k =
1
6
{vi−1,j,k + vi,j+1,k + vi+1,j,k + vi,j−1,k}
+
1
12
{vi−1,j−1,k + vi−1,j+1,k + vi+1,j+1,k + vi+1,j−1,k}.
(2.17)
The sum of the total errors is minimized
ε2 = a2εc2 + εb2. (2.18)
8Fig. 2.1: The three partial derivatives of image brightness at the center of the cube are each
estimated from the average of first differences along four parallel edges of the cube. Here
the column index j corresponds to the x direction in the image, the row index i to the y
direction, while k lies in the time direction.
9The a2 is a weighting factor. Image brightness measurements may be corrupted by
quantization error and noise so we cannot expect ²b to be identically zero. This quantity
will tend to have an error magnitude that is proportional to the noise in the measurement.
That is why a2 is chosen.
Where
²b = Exu+ Eyv +Et, (2.19)
²c
2 = (~u− u)2 + (~v − v)2, (2.20)
iterative solution
un+1 = un − Ex[Exu
n +Eyvn +Et]
(a2 + Ex2 +Ey2)
, (2.21)
vn+1 = vn − Ey[Exu
n + Eyvn + Et]
(a2 +Ex2 + Ey2)
. (2.22)
Fig. 2.2: The Laplacian is estimated by subtracting the value at a point from a weighted
average of the values at neighboring points.
10
2.2 Testing of Optical Flow
As just mentioned, optical flow is the pattern of apparent motion of objects caused by
relative motion between objects and viewers, we can use optical flow to identify a moving
object in a scene easily.
In order to test the effect of optical flow, we ran it on a video sequence which had be
acquired from a fixed wing aircraft.
In fig. 2.3 and fig. 2.4 we can see that optical flow can show numerical motions with
directions. Almost all the moving cars in this frame and its adjacent next frame are identified
clearly. In the two objects which are circled out, because of their different characteristics,
the optical flow data gives two different results. The upper car is nearly blurred by the
noise around it. The accuracy of optical flow is affected by many factors.
Fig. 2.3: Two cars of different characteristics.
11
Fig. 2.4: Local motions of the two different cars.
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Chapter 3
Global Motion
3.1 Image Correlation
The correlation between two signals is a standard approach for feature detection. It
is an important component in our system to detect the global motion. We selected the
NCC (normalized cross-correlation), one of the various methods to calculate the global
motion [8, 9].
In feature tracking approaches, there are a number of different algorithms, for example,
the SSDA (sequential similarity detection algorithm), gradient descent search, snakes, etc.
Each of these algorithms has its advantages and disadvantages. A previous study of the
different algorithms in the presence of various image distortions found that NCC provides
the best performance in all image categories, even though it is not perfect. It makes few
requirements on the image sequence and has no parameters to be searched by the user [8,9].
Cross correlation is a standard method of estimating the degree to which two series
are correlated. Consider two series x(i) and y(i), where i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1. The cross
correlation r at delay d is defined as
r =
∑
i[x(i)− x¯][y(i)− y¯]√∑
i[x(i)− x¯]
∑
i[y(i)− y¯]
, (3.1)
where x¯ and y¯ are the means of the corresponding series.
3.2 Jitter Removal
We used the cross correlation algorithm to detect global motion in a video sequence in
order to remove aircraft motion and jitter.
We have many aerial video sequences. A plane in flight is easily affected by wind and
13
turbulence. We would like to remove these motions from our video sequence to represent
only the linear motion of the aircraft. First, we need to calculate the displacement of each
two adjacent frames. We ran the NCC image correlation algorithm on the original frames
from the aerial video sequence to get the displacements, add them together to reflect the
whole flight. On the summation of the displacements, we use least square method to
synthesis a new straight flight line. From the difference between the new synthesized line
and the summation of the displacements, we can know by moving how many pixels and
in which direction to correct the original flight line. In fig. 3.1, the blue curve shows the
original summation of displacements of the each two adjacent frames. The red line is the
linear flight path of the aircraft. The green curve shows the difference between the blue
curve and the red line. It signifies the number of pixels by which we should displace each
video frame in order to remove swaying and jitter.
After doing the experiment, we still wanted to check about how was the effect of the
modification. We ran image correlation again on the modified sequence to get the displace-
ments between two adjacent frames, and calculated out the summation of the displacements,
synthesized a “modified” line again based on the modified sequence.
In fig. 3.2, the blue curve is the modified sequence flight line. Red line is the synthesized
flight line based on the modified sequence. The green curve tells the difference between the
blue curve and the red line. The blue curve keeps almost the same shape as the previous
one, but the amplitude has decreased significantly. That means the algorithm works well for
our aerial video sequence. If we use it iteratively, the experimental result can be improved.
3.3 Optical Flow with Global Motion Removal
3.3.1 Global Motion Removal
When we studied the previous optical flow applications, one problem became more and
more obvious. Most previous experiments used a static viewer to test or record a static
background. Only the objects in the scene moved. In this situation, it is easy to identify
the moving parts in a scene just by running optical flow directly. In our projects, we have
14
many aerial videos. The camera is installed on the plane and it moves together with the
plane. In this circumstance, both the viewer and background move at the same time. If we
run optical flow directly on the original sequence, it is not easy for us to find the moving
parts in the background. Our project provides a good method to solve this problem.
Figure. 3.3 shows four adjacent frames extracted from an aerial sequence. The frames
contain some moving targets. After running optical flow, it is difficult to identify the moving
targets in these sequences, as shown in fig. 3.4. The moving objects are blurred by the noise
around them. In fact, the moving objects are also blurred by the global motion. The global
motion is larger than the object local motion, so when running optical flow, the data shows
the global motion instead of showing the local motion.
As image correlation can remove jitter, it can be used to remove the global motion in
our video sequences. Optical flow works after global motion removal. The result is shown
in fig. 3.5. The global motion removal helps making the object detection easier [10,11].
Fig. 3.1: Flight line modification.
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Fig. 3.2: Flight line modification.
Fig. 3.3: Four adjacent frames.
3.3.2 Comparison Between the Lucas & Kanade and the Horn - Schunck
Different optical flow algorithms may produce different results on the same image data.
In some previous work, the Lucas & Kanade is shown to be more robust if the image contains
noise, and the Horn - Schunck is a method which could provide us with dense results (dense
16
here means the algorithm can calculate the motion at each pixel location at any point in the
sequence) [12,13]. It is hard to say which way is ideal. The results can help us to determine
which method should be used [4–7,14–22].
The results of running each algorithm after global motion removal are shown in figs. 3.6
and 3.7. The results show that the Horn - Schunck algorithm provides better results than
the Lucas & Kanade did for this video. (The code is shown in Appendix A.)
However, it does not mean the Horn - Schunck is always superior. Our experience has
shown that we should try both of them first, evaluate the results, and then decide which one
should be used. Other optical flow algorithms have also been evaluated, but due to the ease
of the implementation of these two algorithms and the better results they achieved, they
were used in our further research. If we set a threshold for the two algorithms to delete the
redundancy vectors, the results can be clearer, as shown in figs. 3.8 and 3.9. The threshold
could be set according to our experiences. For this video, we deleted all the data which
indicated the pixels moved in different directions. For example, if we want to track car A,
we find the main direction of the car and delete the other disturbing directions. After that,
just the correct information is left in the frames.
The results shown above makes us confident to use the combination of global motion
removal and Horn - Schunck in our car detecting and tracking experiment.
17
Fig. 3.4: Moving object detection without deleting global motion (a, b, c, d are four adjacent
frames from the same sequence).
18
Fig. 3.5: Moving object detection with deleting global motion (a, b, c, d are four adjacent
frames from the same sequence).
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Fig. 3.6: Local motion gotten by using the Horn - Schunck (a, b, c, d are four adjacent
frames from the same sequence).
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Fig. 3.7: Local motion gotten by the Lucas & Kanade (a, b, c, d are four adjacent frames
from the same sequence).
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Fig. 3.8: Local motion gotten by the Horn - Schunck with threshold (a, b, c, d are four
adjacent frames from the same sequence).
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Fig. 3.9: Local motion gotten by the Lucas & Kanade with threshold (a, b, c, d are four
adjacent frames from the same sequence).
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Chapter 4
Object Tracking
As mentioned in introduction of this thesis, we want to apply Optical Flow to pho-
togrammetry. We want to use the motion history and current motion information to esti-
mate where the object or a particular point will move to in the next adjacent frame.
The aim of an object tracker is to generate the trajectory of an object over time by
locating its position in every frame of the video [23]. The tasks of detecting the object
and establishing correspondence between the object instances across frames can either be
performed separately or jointly. If the tasks are performed separately, possible object regions
in every frame are obtained by means of an object detection algorithm, and then the tracker
gives the trajectory of objects across frames. If the tasks are performed jointly, the object
region and correspondence is jointly estimated by iteratively updating the object location
and region information obtained from previous frames. We used the latter technique in our
experiments.
Among the several tracking methods (as shown in fig. 4.1), point tracking is easy.
Objects detected in consecutive frames are represented by points, and the association of the
points is based on the previous object state which can include object position and motion.
We first use image correlation to determine the global motion, and subtract the global
motion for each pixel in the image so only local motion remains. We ran the optical flow
on the modified frames and calculated the motion. This motion data is stored for tracking,
requiring that we store all the Optical Flow data of all the pixels in each frame. Having the
data for all the pixels in each frame ensures that we can check each pixel’s motion in each
frame. For example, some times the objects we are tracking will move out of the frame’s
edge or be occluded by other objects, and it is meaningless to keep tracking them. We then
can select other objects to track at any time [3, 23,24].
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Fig. 4.1: Taxonomy of tracking methods.
4.1 Kalman Filter
In order to more accurately estimate motion trajectories we incorporated a Kalman
Filter into our project. The Kalman Filter is an efficient recursive filter that can estimate
the next state of a dynamic system based on noisy measurement. One advantages of Kalman
Filter is that it does not need all the motion history to estimate the next stage motion, it
just needs the nearest one from the current motion [25].
Here we will explain the Kalman Filter we used. In the implementation of Kalman
Filter, we have five equations
X(k | k − 1) = AX(k − 1 | k − 1) +BU(k) +W (k), (4.1)
where the X(k | k−1) is the estimated system state based on the previous optimized state,
U(k) is the control element, if there is no control element, it could be 0.
Now the system has been updated, but the covariance still needs to be updated. We
use P to indicate the covariance:
P (k | k − 1) = AP (k − 1 | k − 1)A′ +Q. (4.2)
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in the eq. (4.2), P (k | k − 1) is the covariance of X(k | k − 1), P (k − 1 | k − 1) is the
covariance of X(k − 1 | k − 1), Q is the process noise covariance. We need to collect the
testing data. The optimized state estimation
X(k | k) = X(k | k − 1) +Kg(k)(Z(k)−HX(k | k − 1)). (4.3)
The Kg here means the Kalman gain
Kg(k) =
P (k | k − 1)H ′
HP (k | k − 1)H ′ +R. (4.4)
We have the optimized system estimation X(k | k) now. The covariance of X(k | k) is
still needed in order to do the future state estimation.
P (k | k) = (1−Kg(k)H)P (k | k − 1) (4.5)
We have no control element in our system, so the U(k) in eq. (4.1) is 0. In our project,
all the Optical Flow data are stored in txt format files. This makes it easy for us to reuse
them later. If there is no local motion, we assume the next state estimation X(k | k − 1)
equals to the previous optimized state estimation X(k − 1 | k − 1), and the A in eq. (4.1)
is 1. The Optical Flow data will be read out and perform as the testing data, the H in
eq. (4.3) is 1.
We add the Kalman Filter into a single pixel, get an optimized motion estimation for
this pixel. We track the same single pixel of an object all the time, which means we use the
image correlation data to track the pixel. This ensures that we have the optimized motion
estimation for the same pixel (errors contained in this process).
All the optimized motion estimations in the next step are based on the optimized
motion estimation in the adjacent previous ones. The new equations are
X(k | k − 1) = X(k − 1 | k − 1), (4.6)
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P (k | k − 1) = P (k − 1 | k − 1) +Q, (4.7)
X(k | k) = X(k | k − 1) +Kg(k)(Z(k)−X(k | k − 1)), (4.8)
Kg(k) =
P (k | k − 1)
P (k | k − 1) +R, (4.9)
P (k | k) = (1−Kg(k))P (k | k − 1). (4.10)
The X(1 | 1) is set to be −1, P (1 | 1) is 1, Q is 1, R is 0.05. If the frames contain
both local motion and global motion, there is just one difference between this circumstance
and the one mentioned above. When the position being updated, the new position of the
object’s pixel will change based on both image correlation and optical flow results.
We do not add the Kalman Filter into the fixed positions, for example, at position
(1, 1) of a frame. We do not have the estimation data for this circumstance, so we can not
update the estimation to get an optimized result. We could estimate state for the same
pixel of the aim instead of the same position of the frames.
4.2 Spatial-Temporal Filter
The video sequences captured from the aircraft are quite noisy in nature. If we can get
rid of some of the noise, the Kalman Filter will provide us with a better result. Based on
the relationship of some neighbor pixels and the same pixel in several adjacent frames, we
want to use the spatial or temporal filters before running Kalman Filter to delete the noisy
data. The spatial filter is described as
Ptnew =
1
2
Pt +
1
16
(Nt1 +Nt2 + · · ·+Nt8), (4.11)
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where Pt is the central pixel of a 3× 3 block, Nt1 Nt2 · · · Nt8 are the eight neighbors of the
central pixel Pt, Ptnew is the new value of P .
The second filter is a temporal filter. In this approach the motion of a given pixel is
correlated with motion of the same pixel in neighboring frames in time.
Ptnew =
1
2
Pt +
1
4
(Pt−1 + Pt+1), (4.12)
where Pt is the middle frame of three adjacent frames in a video sequence, Pt−1 and Pt+1
are the previous frame and the next frame, Ptnew is the new value of Pt. In our experiment,
we run the spatial filter first, save the filtered data, and then run the temporal filter on
the saved data. We call this combination “spatial-temporal” filter. In our experience, the
spatial-temporal filter works well.
In figs. 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, the areas marked with circles are the local motions.
All the figures here come from the same sequence as the previous figures. In fig. 4.3, the
local motions are not obvious. In the global motion removal step, the image correlation can
just get integral magnitude, so the global motion detected can not reflect the real sub-pixel
displacement, there is error existing. Because of this reason, and also maybe caused by
other factors, there is still noise after running image correlation and optical flow. In order
to delete the disturbing noisy points, we set a threshold in the data pool. In the following
figures, we know all the targets are moving upwards, so we delete all the other directions’
information. After that, a clean result will be shown (fig. 4.4). After setting the threshold,
we run the spatial filter first, we find that it could increase the density of the object’s vector
cluster (shown in fig. 4.5), since the filter constrains the relationship among the pixels come
from the same region so it can help pixel modify its optical flow result according to the
neighbors’ data. Then, we run the temporal filter after the spatial filter (result is shown in
fig. 4.6). The spatial-temporal filter increases the density of the targets further. It is good
for the estimation process.
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Fig. 4.2: One frame from aerial video (left) and its global motion removed version (right).
Fig. 4.3: The local motion detection.
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Fig. 4.4: The local motion detection with threshold.
Fig. 4.5: The local motion detection with threshold and spatial filter.
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4.3 Tracking Result
In fig. 4.7, the left picture comes from the first frame of an aerial video sequence, the
middle one comes from the fifth frame of the same video, and the right one comes from
the tenth frame. It shows the good tracking result. The Kalman Filter we used can track
the object very well. (The code of the combination of threshold, spatial-temporal filter and
Kalman Filter is shown in Appendix B.)
Fig. 4.6: The local motion detection with threshold and spatial-temporal filter.
Fig. 4.7: The tracking result of the previous figure (the gray one is the Kalman Filter block
and the white one is the optical flow block).
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Table. 4.1 shows the tracking result. It reflects the motions in vertical direction of the
objects in the frames. One is from Optical Flow data, and another one comes from the
Kalman Filter estimation. In the first two frames, the Kalman Filter needs a period to
converge. After the convergence, the Kalman Filter can estimate the motion well.
It is very difficult to avoid getting errors in the process of tracking. Errors may be
caused by several factors. There is an explanation for why errors persist in the tracking
result between each two adjacent frames. The following series of frames demonstrate the
problem. Using the Optical Flow, not all frames were good enough to provide the perfect
Optical Flow data. Figures. 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 are the results of the combination of global
motion removal, Optical Flow, threshold, and spatial-temporal filter. In some cases, we
could get best case results which were robust to the noise (fig. 4.8). In other cases we have
the tracking results containing a lot of noise (fig. 4.9). We may even get results that show
no motion when motion really does exist (fig. 4.10). There should be a cluster of vectors
of high density in the region of interest, but not all of them were shown there. Since it is
difficult for us to completely eliminate global motion, as the image correlation errors existed
in the frames. The imperfect objects and backgrounds also contribute to the errors. Due
to these problems, it is difficult to always get perfect data for tracking. Finding sequences
that have clean backgrounds and objects could help improve the tracking accuracy.
Table 4.1: Comparison between optical flow and Kalman Filter estimation for each frame
(coefficients setting is explained in sec. 4.1).
Frame Number Optical Flow Kalman Filter
Frame1 -0.50642 -1
Frame2 -0.49838 -0.51061
Frame3 -0.55926 -0.55705
Frame4 -0.5661 -0.56569
Frame5 -0.66467 -0.66016
Frame6 -0.70376 -0.70177
Frame7 -0.43438 -0.44656
Frame8 -0.51412 -0.51104
Frame9 -0.46289 -0.46508
Frame10 -0.65887 -0.65004
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Fig. 4.8: Best case result.
Fig. 4.9: Tracking result with noise.
Fig. 4.10: Worst case result.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
From the experiments of our project, we were able to come to a conclusion. Optical flow
shows good results to detect and track the local motion, but suffers from some problems.
One problem is when there exists both local and global motion. If these two kinds of motion
exist at the same time, we should use some method to remove the global motion first and
then run optical flow to detect the remaining motion. In our project, we used the image
correlation first to delete the global motion and then ran the optical flow to get the local
motions. We also added the Kalman Filter to the project to smooth the motion history and
estimate the future trajectory of objects. The threshold and spatial-temporal filter helped
the Kalman Filter deleting most of the noise efficiently. From the experimental results
we see that this idea could improve tracking results for aerial video. Errors exist in the
tracking process. Some are caused by the quality of the video, and others may caused by
the algorithms limitations. In the future work, we will talk about something to improve the
tracking system performance.
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Chapter 6
Future Work
The optical flow algorithms can work well when there is no illumination changes and
when the objects’ motions are small. In the real world, it is impossible to have a sequence
without large illumination changes and it is difficult to constrain the objects’ motions to be
small. In order to solve these problems, some improvements in the algorithms are needed.
6.1 Pyramid Method
Coarse-to-fine strategy is a hierarchical process. It is used when large displacement
exists in the image sequences. When we applied the coarse-to-fine strategy, we found that
it is not good for small targets in aerial videos. Based on our experience, coarse-to-fine
strategy is an efficient method if the targets are large.
6.2 Gray Value Constraints and Spatial-Temporal Smoothness Constant
Previously we just defined a gray value constancy. The old constancy assumption
works fine in many cases, algorithms that rely only on image gray value constant constrain
can not deal with image sequences with either local or global change in illumination. For
image sequences where such cases appear, other constancy assumptions that are invariant
against brightness changes can be applied. Invariance can be ensured, for instance, by
considering (spatial) derivatives. We could also assume that the spatial gradients of an
image sequence is constant during motion. Consider the higher order derivatives for the
formulation of constancy assumptions. One of these is the Hessian matrix, another is
the Laplacian constancy. Spatial-temporal smoothness approaches can also ameliorate the
results simply by using the information of an additional timing dimension [26–29].
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Appendix A
Optical Flow Algorithms
//optical flow using opencv lib’s avy
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include "cv.h"
#include "cxcore.h"
#include "highgui.h"
int main()
{
using namespace std;
for(int index=1;index<=1;index++)
{
cout<<"now work for the "<<index<<" frame:"<<endl;
char imgname1[100];
char imgname2[100];
char filename3[100];
char filename4[100];
int a=sprintf(imgname1,"...//rect%d.bmp",index);
int b=sprintf(imgname2,"...//rect%d.bmp",index+1);
int s=sprintf(filename3,"...//ofx%d.txt",index);
int t=sprintf(filename4,"...//ofy%d.txt",index);
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ofstream outfilex;
outfilex.open(filename3);
ofstream outfiley;
outfiley.open(filename4);
IplImage* img1=cvLoadImage(imgname1,1);
if(img1==NULL)
{
cout<<"image 1 is not loaded\n";
return 0;
}
IplImage* img2=cvLoadImage(imgname2,1);
if(img2==NULL)
{
cout<<"image 2 is not loaded\n";
return 0;
}
//change rgb to gray
IplImage* img1g=cvCreateImage(cvSize(img1->width,img1->height), IPL_DEPTH_8U,1);
IplImage* img2g=cvCreateImage(cvSize(img1->width,img1->height), IPL_DEPTH_8U,1);
cvCvtColor(img1,img1g,CV_RGB2GRAY);
cvCvtColor(img2,img2g,CV_RGB2GRAY);
//optical flow
CvSize winSize;
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winSize.height=15;
winSize.width=15;
IplImage* testVelocityX=cvCreateImage(cvSize(img1->width,img1->height),
IPL_DEPTH_32F,1);
IplImage* testVelocityY=cvCreateImage(cvSize(img1->width,img1->height),
IPL_DEPTH_32F,1);
cvCalcOpticalFlowLK(img1g,img2g,winSize,testVelocityX,testVelocityY);
//cvCalcOpticalFlowHS(img1g,img2g,1,testVelocityX,testVelocityY,0.001,
cvTermCriteria(CV_TERMCRIT_EPS+CV_TERMCRIT_ITER,60,0.01));
/*IplImage* testVelocityX=cvCreateImage(cvSize(150,150),IPL_DEPTH_32F,1);
IplImage* testVelocityY=cvCreateImage(cvSize(150,150),IPL_DEPTH_32F,1);
cvCalcOpticalFlowBM(img1g,img2g,cvSize(2,2),cvSize(1,1),cvSize(4,4),0,
testVelocityX,testVelocityY);
*/
CvScalar xc,yc;
for (int y=0;y<testVelocityX->height;y++)
{
for(int x=0;x<testVelocityX->width;x++)
{
xc=cvGetAt(testVelocityX,y,x);
outfilex<<xc.val[0]<<endl;
yc=cvGetAt(testVelocityY,y,x);
outfiley<<yc.val[0]<<endl;
}
}
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cvReleaseImage(&img1);
cvReleaseImage(&img1g);
cvReleaseImage(&img2);
cvReleaseImage(&img2g);
cvReleaseImage(&testVelocityX);
cvReleaseImage(&testVelocityY);
outfilex.close();
outfiley.close();
}
return 0;
}
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Appendix B
The Code of the Combination of Threshold,
Spatial-Temporal Filter, and Kalman Filter
%% read data from .txt file and show vectors
clc,clear;
close all;
%% read from the .txt file
filename1=’ofx%d.txt’;
filename2=’ofy%d.txt’;
filename3=’spatialofx%d.txt’;
filename4=’spatialofy%d.txt’;
filename5=’temporalofx%d.txt’;
filename6=’temporalofy%d.txt’;
filename9=’zx.txt’;
filename10=’zy.txt’;
imgname=’original%d.jpg’;
imgname1=’original_shreshhold%d.jpg’;
imgname2=’original_spatial_filter%d.jpg’;
imgname3=’original_temporal_filter%d.jpg’;
for index=2:30
a=sprintf(filename1,index);
b=sprintf(filename2,index);
fid=fopen(a);
[flowx,countx]=fscanf(fid,’%f’);
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fclose(fid);
fid=fopen(b);
[flowy,county]=fscanf(fid,’%f’);
fclose(fid);
%%change the data to the image format
k=1;
while k<40001
for i=1:200
for j=1:200
otx(i,j)=flowx(k);
sh_otx(i,j)=flowx(k);
oty(i,j)=flowy(k);
sh_oty(i,j)=flowy(k);
k=k+1;
if sh_oty(i,j)>0
sh_oty(i,j)=0;
end
if sh_otx(i,j)>0
sh_otx(i,j)=0;
end
end
end
end
%%delete edge effect
otx(1:200,1:10)=0;
otx(1:200,190:200)=0;
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otx(1:10,1:200)=0;
otx(190:200,1:200)=0;
oty(1:200,1:10)=0;
oty(1:200,190:200)=0;
oty(1:10,1:200)=0;
oty(190:200,1:200)=0;
sh_otx(1:200,1:10)=0;
sh_otx(1:200,190:200)=0;
sh_otx(1:10,1:200)=0;
sh_otx(190:200,1:200)=0;
sh_oty(1:200,1:10)=0;
sh_oty(1:200,190:200)=0;
sh_oty(1:10,1:200)=0;
sh_oty(190:200,1:200)=0;
%%check the arrangment
% for i=30:60
% for j=40:120
% otx(i,j)=0;
% end
% end
%%make quiver
figure(1);
[x,y]=meshgrid(1:200,1:200);
h(index)=quiver(x,-y,otx,-oty);
axis tight;
title(’Original Optical Flow’);
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xlabel(’Pixel’);
ylabel(’Pixel’);
c=sprintf(imgname,index);
saveas(h(index),c,’jpg’);
sh_otx(1:200,1:200)=0;
figure(2);
[x1,y1]=meshgrid(1:200,1:200);
h1(index)=quiver(x1,-y1,sh_otx,-sh_oty);
axis tight;
title(’Original Optical Flow with thresh hold’);
xlabel(’Pixel’);
ylabel(’Pixel’);
c=sprintf(imgname1,index);
saveas(h1(index),c,’jpg’);
%% finish making vectors
%% using colormap
% for i=1:200
% for j=1:200
% disotx(i,j)=abs(otx(i,j));
% end
% end
% figure;
% imshow(disotx);
% title(’disotx’);
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% colormap(hsv);
% caxis([-4 4]);
% colorbar(’horiz’);
% axis tight;
% title(’Original Optical Flow in horizontal’);
% xlabel(’Pixel’);
% ylabel(’Pixel’);
% for i=1:200
% for j=1:200
% disoty(i,j)=abs(oty(i,j));
% end
% end
% figure;
% imshow(disoty);
% title(’disoty’);
% colormap(hsv);
% caxis([-4 4]);
% colorbar(’horiz’);
% axis tight;
% title(’Original Optical Flow in vertical’);
% xlabel(’Pixel’);
% ylabel(’Pixel’);
%% finish using colormap
%% spatial filter
pxnew(1:200,1:10)=0;
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pxnew(1:200,190:200)=0;
pxnew(1:10,1:200)=0;
pxnew(190:200,1:200)=0;
pynew(1:200,1:10)=0;
pynew(1:200,190:200)=0;
pynew(1:10,1:200)=0;
pynew(190:200,1:200)=0;
for sfi=2:199
for sfj=2:199
pxnew(sfi,sfj)=1/2*sh_otx(sfi,sfj)+1/16*(sh_otx(sfi-1,sfj-1)+sh_otx(sfi-1,sfj)+sh_otx(sfi-1,sfj+1)+sh_otx(sfi,sfj-1)+sh_otx(sfi,sfj+1)+sh_otx(sfi+1,sfj-1)+sh_otx(sfi+1,sfj)+sh_otx(sfi+1,sfj+1));
pynew(sfi,sfj)=1/2*sh_oty(sfi,sfj)+1/16*(sh_oty(sfi-1,sfj-1)+sh_oty(sfi-1,sfj)+sh_oty(sfi-1,sfj+1)+sh_oty(sfi,sfj-1)+sh_oty(sfi,sfj+1)+sh_oty(sfi+1,sfj-1)+sh_oty(sfi+1,sfj)+sh_oty(sfi+1,sfj+1));
end
end
pxnew(1:200,1:200)=0;
figure(3);
[x2,y2]=meshgrid(1:200,1:200);
h2(index)=quiver(x,-y,pxnew,-pynew);
axis tight;
title(’Original Optical Flow with spatial filter’);
xlabel(’Pixel’);
ylabel(’Pixel’);
c=sprintf(imgname2,index);
saveas(h2(index),c,’jpg’);
% write the data into .txt files
c=sprintf(filename3,index);
fid=fopen(c,’w’);
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dlmwrite(c,pxnew,’delimiter’,’ ’,’newline’,’PC’);
fclose(fid);
d=sprintf(filename4,index);
fid=fopen(d,’w’);
dlmwrite(d,pynew,’delimiter’,’ ’,’newline’,’PC’);
fclose(fid);
%% finish spatial filter
%%
end
% temporal filter
for index=3:29
a=sprintf(filename3,index-1);
b=sprintf(filename4,index-1);
fid=fopen(a);
[flowx1,countx]=fscanf(fid,’%f’);
fclose(fid);
fid=fopen(b);
[flowy1,county]=fscanf(fid,’%f’);
fclose(fid);
c=sprintf(filename3,index);
d=sprintf(filename4,index);
fid=fopen(c);
[flowx2,countx]=fscanf(fid,’%f’);
fclose(fid);
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fid=fopen(d);
[flowy2,county]=fscanf(fid,’%f’);
fclose(fid);
e=sprintf(filename3,index+1);
f=sprintf(filename4,index+1);
fid=fopen(e);
[flowx3,countx]=fscanf(fid,’%f’);
fclose(fid);
fid=fopen(f);
[flowy3,county]=fscanf(fid,’%f’);
fclose(fid);
%%change the data to the image format
k=1;
while k<40001
for i=1:200
for j=1:200
otx1(i,j)=flowx1(k);
oty1(i,j)=flowy1(k);
otx2(i,j)=flowx2(k);
oty2(i,j)=flowy2(k);
otx3(i,j)=flowx3(k);
oty3(i,j)=flowy3(k);
k=k+1;
end
end
end
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%%temporal filter
for i=1:200
for j=1:200
newotx(i,j)=1/2*otx2(i,j)+1/4*(otx1(i,j)+otx3(i,j));
newoty(i,j)=1/2*oty2(i,j)+1/4*(oty1(i,j)+oty3(i,j));
end
end
newotx(1:200,1:10)=0;
newotx(1:200,190:200)=0;
newotx(1:10,1:200)=0;
newotx(190:200,1:200)=0;
newoty(1:200,1:10)=0;
newoty(1:200,190:200)=0;
newoty(1:10,1:200)=0;
newoty(190:200,1:200)=0;
% write the data into .txt files
y=sprintf(filename5,index);
fid=fopen(y,’w’);
dlmwrite(y,newotx,’delimiter’,’ ’,’newline’,’PC’);
%fclose(fid);
z=sprintf(filename6,index);
fid=fopen(z,’w’);
dlmwrite(z,newoty,’delimiter’,’ ’,’newline’,’PC’);
%fclose(fid);
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figure(4);
[x3,y3]=meshgrid(1:200,1:200);
h3(index)=quiver(x3,-y3,newotx,-newoty);
axis tight;
title(’Original Optical Flow with temporal filter’);
xlabel(’Pixel’);
ylabel(’Pixel’);
c=sprintf(imgname3,index);
saveas(h3(index),c,’jpg’);
end
%% kalman filter data prepare part
row=168;
col=145;
fid=fopen(’icx.txt’,’r’);
[icx,countx]=fscanf(fid,’%f’);
fclose(fid);
fid=fopen(’icy.txt’,’r’);
[icy,county]=fscanf(fid,’%f’);
fclose(fid);
ofx_kal(1:20)=0;
ofy_kal(1:20)=0;
%position update based on of
for imgindex=3:22
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display(imgindex);
a2=sprintf(filename5,imgindex);
b2=sprintf(filename6,imgindex);
fid=fopen(a2,’r’);
[ofx,count]=fscanf(fid,’%f’,[200,200]);
ofx=ofx’;
fclose(fid);
fid=fopen(b2,’r’);
[ofy,count]=fscanf(fid,’%f’,[200,200]);
ofy=ofy’;
fclose(fid);
ofx_update(imgindex-2)=ofx(row,col);
ofy_update(imgindex-2)=ofy(row,col);
row=row+ofy_update(imgindex-2)+icy(imgindex);
col=col+icx(imgindex);
row=round(row);
col=round(col);
ofx_kal(imgindex-2)=ofx_update(imgindex-2);
ofy_kal(imgindex-2)=ofy_update(imgindex-2);
end
%% kalman filter data prepare part finished
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%% kalman filter main part
%ZX,ZY are the testing data
%SysX,SysY are the optimized state
%PX,PY are the optimized state covariance
%eSysX,eSysY are the estimated state
%ePX,ePY are estimated state covariance
%KgX,KgY are the kalman gain
filename7=’ofx_kal.txt’;
filename8=’ofy_kal.txt’;
ZX=ofx_kal;
ZY=ofy_kal;
SysX_final(1:20)=0;
SysY_final(1:20)=0;
PX(1)=1;
PY(1)=1;
SysX_final(1)=-1;
SysY_final(1)=-1;
%for index_outside=2:11
index_outside=2;
SysX(1:20)=-1;
SysY(1:20)=-1;
for index=index_outside:index_outside+8
eSysX(index)=SysX(index-1);
eSysY(index)=SysY(index-1);
ePX(index)=PX(index-1)+1;
ePY(index)=PY(index-1)+1;
KgX(index)=ePX(index)/(ePX(index)+0.05);
KgY(index)=ePY(index)/(ePY(index)+0.05);
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PX(index)=(1-KgX(index))*ePX(index);
PY(index)=(1-KgY(index))*ePY(index);
SysX(index)=eSysX(index)+KgX(index)*(ZX(index)-eSysX(index));
SysY(index)=eSysY(index)+KgY(index)*(ZY(index)-eSysY(index));
SysX_final(index)=SysX(index);
SysY_final(index)=SysY(index);
end
%end
fid=fopen(filename7);
dlmwrite(filename7,SysX_final,’delimiter’,’ ’,’newline’,’PC’);
%fclose(fid);
fid=fopen(filename8);
dlmwrite(filename8,SysY_final,’delimiter’,’ ’,’newline’,’PC’);
%fclose(fid);
fid=fopen(filename9);
dlmwrite(filename9,ZX,’delimiter’,’ ’,’newline’,’PC’);
fid=fopen(filename10);
dlmwrite(filename10,ZY,’delimiter’,’ ’,’newline’,’PC’);
fclose(’all’);
